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PREFACE

After traveling thousands of miles through the heartland of
Appalachia and interviewing and visiting with scores of students,
teachers, counselors, 11 plain folks, 11 and 11 big-shots 11 one issue is
crystal clear; The Adult Basic Education program is a PEOPLE program.

Much has been written about the need for hllllan understand-

ing, interpersonal relations, and the depth of sensitivity required
to deal effectively with adults involved in ABE programs.

The mani-

festation of these concepts was demonstrated in each progrMi connected with AABEOC.

To relate the hllllanness involved would require

a report much longer than this doclJTlent.

Yet, who would not be

touched by talking to an elderly woman in Alabama who relates her
feelings about reading the Bible for the first time, or a young
man in Kentucky who received a promotion because he can now read
the directions on repair orders, or the 79 year old man in West
Virginia who relates with great pride hCM he wrote his name for
the banker when he cashed his retirement check instead of placing
his usual X? Certainly the human aspect of ABE was present when
another man related, again with great pride, the story of buying
his 11store 11 teeth with money he earned on a new job secured after
taking ABE classes, it was present when an entire clan rented the
local V.F.W. hall to celebrate a member receiving his G.E.O. Certificate - a milestone in his family's history, and it was present
in the attitude of the teachers, counselors, and acrninistrators who
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are very protective and articulate in the defense of THEIR people,
less an outsider judge too harshly without trul y understanding the
multiplicity of problems involved in working with the people of
Appalachia.

These facts are mentioned in this Preface because the

nature of this report is such that it deals with the structure of
the program; it deals with the goals of the program; it deals with
the organization of the program; and specifically, it deals with
the major components of the program.

Through careful analysis of

the component parts of a program it is possible to achieve much
more than the sum total of its parts; however, the ultimate evaluation of ABE will always be PEOPLE orientated.
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INTRO DUCT ION
Th is report was prepared at the request of the Appalachian
Adult Basic Education Demonstration Center Regional Board of Directors for the Demonstration Center.

The contents of this report

will supplement the report presented to the Regional Board in
Lexington, Kentucky on May 22, 1969.

The first report evaluated

the degree to which the following seven (7) goals had been achieved:
( 1)

Develop a region-wide demonstration and research
center within Appalachia with inter-relationships
between programs and efforts;

(2)

Marshal and inter-relate human and institutional
resources of the region ;

(3)

Develop a central learning laboratory and materials
center for program coordination and manpower training;

(4)

Develop a diagnostic center to determine educational needs and learning difficulties;

(5)

Develop and stimulate inter-relationships between
eight or more Regional states, with demonstration
centers utilizing new apporaches and innovations
for instructional purposes;

(6)

Develop long-range evaluation research to assess
materials, methods, and concepts of demonstration
centers and progr~s al ready in progress;

(7)

Disseminate materials, ideas, research findings
to assist other developmental programs.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to describe and conment upon the
seven (7) major components designed to achieve the above listed goals.
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These components are as follows :
1.

OUTREACH

2.

DIAGNOSIS

3.

MANPOWER

4.

MATERIAL and CURRICULA

5.

METHODS and TEACHI NG

6.

CO~SELING

7.

PLACEMENT and FOLLOW- UP

In sllTimary, this report wi ll exami ne efforts expended to
implement the seven components of the Appalachian Basi c Education
Deroonstration Center.

Because all of the data has not yet been

secured from the individual State Modul e, the substance of thi s
report wil l be based upon personal interviews, observations, notes,
analysis of current data, and insights gained during on-site
visits to each of the State Modules.
The recormendati ons for each State Module have been included
to provide a overview rather than the fragmented impress ion received
by examining a total project evaluation.
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OUTREACH
a>MPONENT
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OUTREACH

Many approaches to recruitment have been utilized by the State
Directors in the Appalachian Basic Education Demonstration Center
Program and two facts are overwhelmingly clear:
1. The students who are in the ABE classes had
a degree of certainity that the Program was
meaningful before they enrolled.
2.

The students who are in ABE classes had
sucessfully overcome the initial embarrassment
and fear of coming to class.

While there is a multiplicity of problems connected with recruitment, resolving the two points listed above clearly outweigh
other recruitment facotrs such as health, age, transportation, etc.,
and many approaches and techniques have been successful in achieving
these goals.

Any discussion of Outreach is complicated because the

methods and techniques used successfully in an urban area such as
Gainesville, Georgia, Huntington, West Virginia, or Gadsen, Alabama,
may have little relevence to resolving rural problems in the more
isolated counties in Appalachia.

In effect, the discussion to Out-

reach is not dissimilar to a discussion of Beauty which, of course,
has many forms, many types of expressions, many techniques, and a
variety of evaluative criteria.

At this juncture, many specific

types of outreach activities are being conducted throughout AABEDC,
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and data will be available to evaluate these specific endeavors
within t he next few months, However , t here is a larger problem in
recrui tment t hat requires attention at this t ime. That problems
is the vast number of people to be contacted in an effective Outreach Program for Appalachia.
At the present time, the AABEDC programs are in contact with
hundreds of people.

People have been sufficientlyconvinced the

programs have meaning -even those required to attend - that they
in . fact do attend classes. Many people have been helped, through
a variety of methods, to overcome the initial fear and embarrassment
of joining ABE. However, in Appalachia the number of persons needing ABE nunber in the hundreds of thousands, even millions! The
males alone, include a mi 11 ion-five-hundred-thousand who are over
25 years of age and have less than a seventh grade education.
Clearly, AABE0C must devise some method of reaching vast groups
of people if the effects of this program are to be significant for
all of Appalachia . This requires planning, on a conceptual basis,
that goes far beyond the methods and techniques discu,sed or
attempted thus far in AABEOC.
One of the Outreach technqiues which should receive serious
consideration is popular T.V . , not only on a local level, or even a
State level, but a regional level.

If ABC and CBS can use T.V.

effectively to highlight problems of Appalachia, which they have,
perhaps this same media may be effective in producing programs which
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coul d contribute to the res olution of the identified problems.

It

wo uld be possible, for instance, to have programs which stress the
meani ngfu l ness of ABE , and other programs designe d t o reduce t he fear
and embarrassment of enrolling i n ABE classes.
The problems encountered in establishing regional

T.V. as a

recruitment devise are far beyond the scope of any individual program
in AABEDC, however , th i s area of endeavor might well be explored through
the active involvement of the Regionald Board of Directors for AABEtC.
Ultimately, the individual who needsABE will be involved with
other individuals who provide services because ABE is a PEOPLE program.

The efforts to develop and strengthen i nterpersonal relations

are being developed in a variety of ways in the State Modules through
their recruitement programs.

It is the larger problem of mass media

which requires in-depth attention at this time.
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DIAGNOSIS
COMPONENT
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DIAGNOSIS

At the present time many tests and inventories are used to
diagnose the educational needs of students in the AABEDC programs.
In many instances the nonns used in the development of these tests
have little to do with the population of Appalachia.

The nonns were

established through the use of data secured from large urban student
populations.

It has been proposed that testing companies become

involved in the development of new tests and inventories that more
realisticly meet the Appalachian needs.

In addition to this effort,

the standardized tests should be examined for reliability and
validity for dealing effectively with the problem of diagnosis.

These

steps are necessary and important, however, there is another problem
in diagnosis which needs attention also, the problem of diagnosis
for the 11whole 11 person.
It has been demonstrated many times that ABE students have a
need which surpasses the 3 R's.

A great deal has been written about

the 11speci al II aspects of ABE curriculum when compared with a more
traditional curriculum, yet, little or nothing has been accomplished
in identifying or diagnosing which of these special problems pertain
to an individual student.

Some attention should be given to this

aspect of diagnosis during the new funding period.

Perhaps it would

be benefi cal to explore, as a regular part of the diagnostic procedure, psychological and environmental scales, tests, and inventories
which could be a measure of the

11

special 11 needs of ABE students.
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\lhile there is enough tangib l e evidence of difference between
regular students and ABE students that special seminars and workshops can be conducted to help teachers deal with these differences;
Little or no effort has been expended to measure this tangible difference to the point where it can be diagnosed in an individual
student and used to help him.

It is a rather simple task to deter-

mine reading level but a difficult task to diagnose, "special factors" of the ABE student.

The difficulty of

diagnosing

the areas

included in ABE, but not connected with the 3R's, should not prevent
a concerted effort during the future months to devise special methods
and techniques to deal with this problem.
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MANPOWER
COMPOOENT
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MANPOl~ER

The 1969-70 AABEDC proposal cites specific programs for research
and personnel training.
tant and desirable.
section.

All of the proposed endeavors are i~or-

Perhaps one aspect should be emphasized in this

That aspect is the training and utilization of the para-

professional in the ABE programs.

The initial experience of the

para-professional in the learning lab in Ohio, and the experiences
of the counselor aides in Virginia were sufficiently successful to
warrent a more widespread use of this type of personnel in achieving
the Manpower needs of AABEDC during the next funding period.

Much

has been written, researched, and documented about the use of paraprofess ion al s in the regular educational program, however, there is
little to substantiate either the need or the effectiveness of this
type of personne 1 in ABE.
It has been pointed out that students in ABE classes have problems of a rather unique nature when compared with regular full-time
students.

These problems have a direct effect upon classroom effec-

tiveness but in many instances the teuchers are almost helpless in
dealing with these situations, i.e., many of the ABE students depend
upon other social agencies such as welfare, A.D.C., state employment
services, community health programs, etc., and the involvement of
these agencies directly affect the ABE cl ass room.
A teacher may know of service available for a student, such as
family counseling, but due to lack of time and a full-time teaching
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load during t he day, be unabl e to contact ei the r t he stude nt or
the agency.

In the Virginia Program the counselor- aides we re ve ry

effective in visiting ABE students at their home during the day
and helping them contact various social agencies.

When a student

dropped out of class, the counselor-aide made home visits to encourage the person to return to cl ass.

Many times the problems

which prevented the person from attending cl ass could be resolved
by the counselor-aide working in conjunction with a social agency.
The testing program, so essential for research, can be administered
by qualified counselor-aides.

In Ohio, a para-professional is in

charge of the 1earning 1 ab during the day.

This woman, with a

minimum of training.is capable of supervising a learning situation
where over 20 students are studying a variety of subjects with a
variety of grade levels.

If a student is having difficulty, the

para-professional sunmons the qualified teacher who has been freed
to do tasks requiring professional training.
The shortage of qualified teachers prompted the regular school
program to hire para-professionals in AABEDC and the increasing
need for services which the para-professional can provide should
prompt AABEDC to have a concer;ed, in-depth review of the use of
para-professionals as a partial solution of Manpower need in ABE.
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MATERIALS and CURRICULA
COMPONENT
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MATERIALS AND CURRICULA

A persistant problem in ABE Programs is the lack of suitable
curricular materials .

The commercially prepared materials, of

necessity, must be designed to meet the needs of a wide variety of
people with differing abilities and interests or they could not
be economically produced in mass production.

While these materials

serve a useful purpose, the overwhelming majority of ABE teachers
feel they do meet al 1 the specific needs of students.

In many in-

stances teachers have prepared "customized" materials either by
combining the best of the commerically available materials with
their own work, or by completely designing original materials which
they feel will meet the specific needs of specific groups of people.
In the Ohio Module, curricular material has been designed to meet
the students' needs to pass the State Driving Test, and in the Virginia Module materials have been written for the selection, orientation, training , and evaluation of counselor-aides.

The personnel

involved in the preparation of these materials are not "qualified" to
do this type of materials and curriculun preparation, but their
finished work is meaningful and usable.
During the 1969-70 school year, hundreds of thousands of dollars
will be spent to purchase commercially prepared materials in ABE
classes throughout Appalachia.

Attention should be given to the

development of teacher prepared materials.

The most conmon complaints

of teachers who would like to develop their own materials is the
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lack of time, money, and facilities.

In addition to the specifics

mentioned in the 1969-70 AABEDC proposal, consideration should be
given to the concept of paying for teacher prepared materials .

In

addition to establishing a Materials Preparation Center at Morehead
State University, AABEDC should encourage teachers in other Appalachian States to participate by entering into a contractual agreement to finance up to $500 for the development of specific units
of study.
The encouragement of teacher prepared materials on a fl at
fee basis, or a cost, plus basis not only provides an opportunity
for the persons most fami 1i ar with the needs of the students to
produce the most meaningful materials, but also provides an opportunity to develop relevent material to be incorporated into a
life-centered approach.

The implementation and development of

this concept should receive additional study and consideration
in the materials and curricula section of the 1969-70 AABEDC
proposal.
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METHODS and TEACHING TECHNIQUES
COMPONENT
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METHODS AND TEACHING TECHNIQUES

The range of teaching methods and teaching technqies utilized
in AABEDC vary from traditional to innovative.

Without exception

the most positive responses to methods of teaching, from students
and teachers, came from the cl asses utilizing programmed instruction.

In Ohio, Kentucky, and Alabama, the learning lab concept

appears to have made more progress than State Modules using a more
traditional approach.

While the learning lab is in its initial

stages in Kentucky, student and teacher reaction is very favorable.
In many of the State Modules programmed materials are being used as
supplementary material, and the reaction of the teachers and students are very positive.

The programs in the 1969-70 proposal should

help to advance the specific types of learning and teaching methods
for specific groups, however, a larger area of learning should be
exp lo red by the Regional Board of Di rectors.
In many instances the services of education, structurally at
least, are similar to services offered many years ago.

A school

is established and the students must come to the school to receive
the services.

Many practices have changed to make the lea ming

process easier and more enjoyable, however, with the exception of
a few mobile units which in many instances are not very mobile, the
student must still come to the class.

There are many oblivious ad-

vantages to this system of teaching but perhaps with the aid of
new materials, processes, and technology, it may be possible to bring
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the class room to the home and provide not only i ndi vidual instruction but a personalized curri culum suited to t he needs of the individual.
In addition to the program for FM radio teaching, the use of
tapes, E.T.V., programmed material, C.A.I., and other means should
be explored, researched, and attempted. The well developed system
to provide education to the bedridden student should be explored
with an eye to explanding this concept to include remote county
areas.

The Bell System has devised several programs to connect

several remote areas together.

In sane instances where phones are

not available, two way co1T1T1unication is maintained through citizen
band radios and micro-wave units.

AABEDC does not have unlimited

funds of course, however, these concepts , methods, techniques, and
processes should be included as part of the initial work to demonstrate the feasibility of this method of teaching in the future .
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CONTINUAL AND TERMINAL COLNSELING
COMPONENT
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CONTINUAL AND TE RMI NAL COUNSELING

Perhaps the most critical area of counseling to be explored
by AABEDC is method.

Over and over one hears the expression, "Well

we have to work in a special way with ABE students.

11

The reason

this concept is expressed so often is because it is true.

Many

times a discussion with a counselor will reveal his feelings about
his counseling courses in college. Many times he indicates that
course work is helpful for a broad background but to be successful
you have to "know the people.

11

What this counselor and many like

him are expressing is a dissatisfaction with theory when one attempts
to apply that theory.

This is not surprising when one remembers

that most basic counseling theories were developed and refi ned
through the use of college freshmen.
ma,y

The plain fact is that what

work very well for young, intelligent, urban, verbal, articulate,

college freshmen may not be applicable to students in ABE.
One of the considerations of AABEDC during the 1969-70 year
should be research in methods of counseling which appear to be most
effective.

Another valuable aspect of counseling which might be

explored further in many situations is the use of the counselor-aide.
The section on Manpower points out additional facts about the
counselor-aide program in Virginia. The success of the program i n
Virginia coupled with the obvious potential of para-professionals
in counseling would indicate far more emphasis should be given to
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this aspect of ABE . The use of the counselor-aide will be mentioned
in the last section of this report also, as the tenninal counseling
plays one of the most vital roles in ABE.
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PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP
COMPONENT
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PLACEMENT ANO FOLLOW-UP

In almost every survey of ABE students when the question of
11

11

Why are you in ABE? is aksed the most frequent responses are : "To

get a better job, 11 and 11 To better my education. " In many instances
these responses are the same because when questioned about why a
person wants a better education the response is "To get a better
job .

11

At this time, very little is accomplished in the area of

Placement. This is not only true in AABEDC, but in virtually all
ABE programs in the U.S.

The problem of Placement is exceeded only

by the problem of recruitment.

Generally, the teacher does not

view Placement as a part of his responsibility. The counselor feels
his responsibility ends with a referral to the State Employment Service or another agency, and the ABE aaninistrator sees his responsibility with the educational program.

The results of the Employment

Services in Placement success with ABE students, and students in
other Adult Programs have been uniformly poor.
In most instances a vicious circle is formed with the educators
claiming academic success with the student, and the Employment Services claiming the person, even after training, is unemployable.
This has, and will continue to raise, a serious credibility gap in
the claims made by the ABE Program.

In effect, persons come into

ABE 11ith a sincere hope that when they complete the course, and
particularly if they receive the G. E.O. , they stand an excellent
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chance of securing or bettering their job opportunities.

Many times

this does not happen, because the complexities of Placement have not
been resolved.
Inter-agency friction is caused when ABE personnel pressure the
Employrrent Service to work harder to secure jobs for ABE graduates,
and the establishrrent of Placerrent personnel in the ABE program puts
them in competition with the Employment Service.

In many experimental

programs conducted by the U.S. Department of Labor however, the inclusion of Placerrent personnel in the programs prompted the Employment Service to change the practices and procedures of working with
undereducated adults.
The importance of this aspect of AABEDC cannot be over-emphasized.
The inclusion of Placement should be an integral part of all planning for each component of the program.

A promising thrust in the

area of Placement may be in the development of the para-professional.
Any true evaluation of ABE will have to concern itself with Placement
as a means to determine the real effectiveness of the pro~ram.
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CONCLUSIONS

The proposal for the 1969-70 funding of the Appalachian
Adult Basic Educati on Demonstration Center Project includes
detailed pl ans to implement a far reaching program.

In addi -

tion to documenting the findings of the initial efforts of
AABEDC, the coming year will undoubtly contribute the growing body of knowledge of, and resolutions to, the problems
of Appalachia.
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APPENDIX

SUt+1ARY

OF RECOMMENDATIONS

made in the May 22, 1969 REPORT
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ALABAMA
The following recommendations are made to expedite and implement the established goals for the Alabama State Module.
1).

If at all possible the ABE classes should continue to

the end of May.

The reason for this reconmendati on is that the

Perceptoscope equipment arrived in November of 1968, and it was
supposed to have arrived in September of 1968. The additional
time to run the program through the end of May will provide the
Module with enough time to truly evaluate the initial outcomes
of the use of the Perceptoscope.

Funds are available in that

budget to continue until May 30 without additional allocations.
2).

During Phase II of the Project it should be a require-

ment that all students have pre-tests, even though it may be somewhat threatening to students to take the written test.

The proper

introduction of the test should eliminate most of those fears, and
without the use of the standardized pre-test the findings based
on the post-test will be invalidated.
3).

Inmediate consideration should be given to the possibility

of having a graduate student from the nearby University become involved in part of the ongoing research aspects of this Program. It
is reconmended that the following be done:
A).

Contacts should be made with the University to
recruit an able, intelligent, and willing student
to do assigned research for the Project.
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B).

Arrangements should be made, if possible, to have
th is graduate student receive credit for the work
that he is doing in research.

C).

Rather than an hourly rate for services rendered
to the Project, funds should be set aside to pay
for the student's tuition the following school
year.

D).

The research paper completed by the graduate student should serve the dual function of providing
the requirement for field work for which the student is receiving credit, and valuable infonnation
for the State Module and the progress of their
Program.

4).

It is recommended that the Alabama Module explore the use

of a simple evaluation devise described during the general meeting
and also during the individual module evaluations.

This is the

one-to-ten continullll.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The use of this continuum should be coordin ated with other
types of evaluation to detennine if there is any correlation between this simple instrument and the regular complex instruments
that are used to measure student attitude .
5).

Mr. John Rigby, Principal of the Cain School, has indi-

cated that he has two rooms avail ab le at this ti me.

It is re-

commended that Mr. Wilson immediately start an adult day class on
a full-time basis, that is,four or five hours a day , four days a
-30-

week, and to conduct this Program in a manner similar to the Program
being conducted in West Virginia, where the NYC group will act as
babysitters while mothers, and othe r interested adults, may attend
on a full-time bas is during the day .

This cl ass would be taught

with the use of the Perceptoscope, and data collected on pre-post
tests would be used to make comparisons with students who are involved with the Persceptoscope on a one or two night a week basis.
Data collected on the full-time day student using the Perceptoscope
would also be available then for comparison of a more traditional
type of full-time ABE student enrolled in the West Virginia Project.
It is assumed that it would be possible to conduct this program
without additional allocation of funds.

GEORGIA
Reconrnendations of a less specific nature will be found throughout the body of this report.

The following are reconrnendations which

should receive inrnediate attention.
1. While some members of the Advisory Committee have
been very helpful, the committee has not met. This
colTITlittee should be convened at the earliest possible
opportunity.
2. A specific training program should be conducted . The
methods, techniques, and materials used for this training
program should be "packaged 11 so this approach may be used
in other State Modules.
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3).

The me thod of

11

invol ving " students af ter recrui tment

s ho ul d be reviewed.

The ability to state the specifics

of when, where, and who, are an integral part of the
recruitment process.
4).

Additional infonnation on the Pilot study conducted
in Towns County should be secured, and if possible,
applied to the present program .

5).

Serious consideration should be given to established
a program in Pickens County based on the goals established for the Gainesville Project.

6) .

The Gainesville Project should be di s continued unless
significant changes take place.

7).

Young Harris College, and all other institutions of
higher education in project counties should be approached
to secure student recruiters who would be involve d in
the follawing manner :
l.

Pay for hours spent would be in the fonn
of tuition grants rather than cash.

2.

College credit would be given by the institution for the student's field work in recruiting.

3.

Papers written on field experience would serve
the dual purposes of providing infonnation for
the Georgi a Module as wel 1 as for the course
requirements of the sponsoring institution of
higher education.
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8}. A concerted program of infonnation to local newspapers
should be st arted. This should include:
1. Stories of local interest to specific
county newspapers.
2.

Stories of overall project goals and
achievements to all newspapers for general
re lease.

9) . A bi-monthly report of the items listed under
EVALUATION and RESEARCH should be submitted to
AABEDC.
10) . An orientation for experienced teachers who have not
taught ABE classes should be conducted along the lines
suggested by Ed Patterson, i.e., specific need of adult
students, techniques of teaching adults, real problems
of real people, in short, the practical as opposed to
the theo ri ca1.
11). The possibility of an experimental ABE program in
Alto-Vocational School should be explored immediately.
This program could be used to contrast ABE classes in
other state modules.
STATUS OF COLtlTY PROGRAMS:
October, 1968
one class in Towns County
two classes in Rabun County
three classes in Stephens County
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March, 1969
two classes in Towns County
four classes in Rabun County
three classes in Stephens County
one class in Banks County
two classes in Hubershaw County
one class in White County
one class in the City of Gainesville
two classes in Union City (as soon as
teachers and 1ocation are found.)
Data from the Georgia State Department of Education shows
the ABE enrollment in these counties as follows:

62 students in

1968, and 156 students in 1969.

KENTUCKY - COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
1).

Every effort must be made to have the cofll)uter operable.
Perhaps a joint meeting of all parties involved, i.e., phone
companies, CEMERAL, AA13EDC, EKEDC, .representatives from Palo
Alto, and others, could expedite the increase efficiency of
the terminals.

2).

Every effort should be made to visit the sites where the
tenninals are located.
poses of 1).

These visits can serve the dual pur-

Explaining the delays in the use of the CAI

prograll\ and 2). Help the teachers with pre-testing and quality
contra 1 of data recording for future comparisons.
3).

Each unit must have specific data on students.

If the teachers

have difficulty with testing or record keeping a person from
M.U. or AABEDC should be assigned to assist the teacher on a
regular basis.
-34-

4).

There is some evidence that the strictly ABE student has a
di fferent atti tude than the student i nvolved in occupati onal
or vocati onal training . The i nfonnati on on t he Attitude Scale
being developed in Mississippi should be used to measure this
di f fe ren ce.

5). The teachers involved in the CAI Prog_ram should be involved in
an in-service training program at Morehead lxliversity. The
in-service training, in addition to general orientation, should
include the following specifics:
A. The specific goals of the CAI Program.
B. The operation of the tenninal.
C. The methods for accurate pre-post testing.

6).

D.

Methods of accurate, specific record keeping .

E.

Use of simple data collection sheets.

C1J11ulative data stored in Palo Alto on the students of the AABEDC
students should be made available. These results could be compared with the amount of success encot11tered by other groups in
the U. S. who are using the same programs .

7).

Every effort should be made to secure the infonnation, both
operati onal and research, bei ng gathered by St an ford , CEMERAL,
and EKE DC.

Compari sons may be made bet ween dat a col l ected by

Lou Smith and Paul Pohl and and results of AABEDC students.
Random selection of records from the Kentucky State Department
of Adult Education may also be used to contrast achievement of
the CAI students.
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Much infonnation and data is currently available from a
vari ety of sources.

At this time it is important to have one

person res pons i ble for gathering this data.

If t he results are

not amenable to hard research which would have pre di cti ve value,
it would still provide an excellent basis for continuing research
in this area.

After visiting two of the tenninal sites and talk-

ing with teachers and students, I am convinced that the future
use of CAI in the overall program would not only be valuable , but
a necessity if AABEDC is to achieve its stated goals of reaching
the adult population in Appalachia.

KENTUCKY - LEWIS CO~TY AND U. S. LOCK AND DAM
1). The use of the Learni ng Lab should be extended as soon as
possible. When fl exabl e scheduling is operational the Lab
should operate eveni ngs and poss i bly week-ends .
2).

The in-service trai ning portion of the contract with LLA
includes a substantial amount of money for Professional
Service connected wi th the operation of the Lab.

A re-

presentative of LLA could provide the following services on
a full-time basis for 10 days:
A.

Supervise the initial operation of the Lab.

B. Work out scheduling problems.

3).

C.

Conduct the pre-testing.

D.

Provide on-the-job training in the proper use of
progr~d material and methodology.

An active advisory ccmnittee should be fonned and become i n-

volved i n the planning of current and future prograns.
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4).

Contact should be made with local business and industry to
familiarize these organizations with goals of the Project.

5).

Consideration should be given to the idea of having college
students live at the Project this stmner. Existing facilities
could have up to four (4) college students or VISTA volunteers.
In addition to a fine educational experience for the students,
the Project could benefit from studies conducted by the students.

If possible, the students should receive college

credit for this field experience.

Pay for the student could

consist of room and board for the slllllTler, tuition for the
following school year ($500), and college credit for their
s 11nmer experience.

Research conducted by the students would

serve the dual purpose of meeting Project needs for research
and the college requirement for doc1111entati on of the field
experience.
6).

The use of the large building on the river as a Community
Center should be explored.

7).

The Director, Mrs. Lykins, should have expanded responsibilities.
There are several agencies involved at the U.S. Lock and Dam
Site #32 Center.

If possible, the activities of these organi-

zations should be coordinated.

While cooperation exists at

this time, increased effectiveness of resources could be gained
by having one person responsible for coordination.
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8).

Increased efforts should be made in the use of pre-pos t testing
for each phase of the program.

At this time, much data has

been collected and future efforts should include the presentation of this data in report fonn.
The Lewis County Project has great potential of making a very
significant contribution to the entire Appalachian area.

The facili-

ties, the personnel, the programs, al 1 combine the necessary ingredients for success.

This potential may be realized through the

research which is currently underway.

MISSISSIPPI
While the Project has not been underway for very long the following specific recon-mendati ons may prove useful in implementing
both Phase I and Phase II of this program.

1.

In addition to innovative, or new, tests and attitudinal
surveys and scales, a standard type of instrunent should
be used.

2.

If possible, the 16PF should be acininistered to the
teachers and administrators involved in the implenentation
of the Mississippi Module.

This would provide infonnation,

not only on a individual basis, but could be correlated
rather easily with the existing records on the dropout and
retention rate for each of the ABE teachers involved with
the Mississippi Project.
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OHIO

1).

Whi le many ad vances have been made i n the Ohio Project, the
"home-cente red" and t he 11 1i fe-centered" theory has not materialized.

The theory of the "life-centered" and the home-cen11

tered11 ABE program having materials developed and evaluated
has not been possible.

An extensive talk with the Director,

Max Way, indicates that at least at this time and in the foreseeable future because of the problems involved in defining
and developing curriculum for these two concepts, that it is
not possible in this program.

If one of the goals of the Ohio

Program is to develop a program which could be replicated
throughout all of Appalachia then the ability to do that has
not been manifested in the Ohio program and I would reconmend
that to conti nue this progrcW11 as originally funded would be
unwarrented.
2).

The new thrust of the Ohio Program should deal with research
and a collection of comparative data on diversed groups. The
findings for the Ohio Module, and it definitely should be
refunded in my opinion, should be based upon the potential to
do research.

The Ohio Program is the only program that has

had an opportunity or has collected specific concrete data on
students over a period of time.

It has the ability to compare

groups that have had a strictly traditional approach with
students who have had a strictly lea ming lab approach.

It has

the ability to compare these students in terms of achievement,
i n terms of retention , i n terms of absenteeism and in terms of
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attitudes both self- concept, and student-teacher at t i tudes.
For these reasons it is recoomended that the Ohio Program
have a new emphasis, and a new thrustplacedon the coming
financial year.
3). Because of a large amount of data available, it is rereco1T111ended that Mr. Way immediately hire graduate students
capable of doing research groups.

This work can be under

the direction of either Mr. Max Way, or Dr. Rose, or a
consultant in research contracted by the Morehead Program.
It is important that the designs and the implementation
of research be started as soon as possible.

It is impor-

tant here to point out that much of the research at this
time would involve comparisons of groups and the display
of data which could be used in larger overall programs
at a later time.

Graduate students with just a minimun

of training at the project would have the skills and
capabilities and probably the time to implement such
work.
4). It is recolllTlended that comparative studies between the
home-study group or the life-centered group and the groups
contacted in the Virginia progrc111 be compared. The similarity of these programs basically involves the home contact and counseling that was given in both instances . The
data from both of these groups should be available and
should be compared.
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5). The Ohio Module at this t i me has a well functioning,
wel l supplied learning lab.

It is rec0111Tiended t hat

i n the continued funding of this Program that much
of the research and the majority of effort should be
centered around the results of this learning lab.
6).

It is rec0111Tiended that comparative studies be made
starting with the data collected up to this point between the learning lab in the Ohio Module, the learning
lab in the Alabama Module, the learning lab in the Louis
County Module, and the learning lab in the New Mobi le
Unit in Alabama .

7).

It has been demonstrated to the satisfaction of the
Di rector, Max Way, to the Counselor, Mrs. Dorothy
VanMeter, and to the teachers involved in the Ohio Program
that t he learn i ng lab concept has produced far more
results than anything that they have tri ed in the past .
It is important at this juncture to provide the structure
to veri fy the subjective feelings of the successes as
outlined by the people involved in using the learning
lab .

It would be possible, for instance, to do compara-

tive studies of the students in the outlying areas of
the county who have not had an opportunity to be involved
with the learning 1ab.
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8).

The attitudes of the students toward the teacher, t heir
self-concept, and their attitude toward education should
be compared by using the attitudinal scales developed by
Dr. Burkett, and the attitudinal scales developed through
the research being conducted at Mississippi State University.

9).

Innnediate action should be taken on the following recommendation: Mr. Max Way would like to do a comparison of
students using the Piketon School group who would use
progranrned material and the Highland Bend group in
Scioto County as the control group. The Highland Bend
Program has been funded for this s1.11111er by the Ohio State
Department of Education.

It would be possible to have

roothers come into the learning lab at Piketon while
having the children cared for in the child care center
that wi 11 be operating.

It is important that Mr. Way

have infonnation as to the feasibility of this study
inmediately so that he may make the necessary arrangements.
At this time it would require additional outlay of funds
of perhaps $2,000.

This would include mileage, and it

would also include transportation for the mothers.

Much

of the facilities and structure can be utilized without
additional cost
10) .

It has been demonstrated by the Ohio Program that it is

possible to have a pair of professi anal, and in fact a
teacher aide conduct the learning lab in a manner that is
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conducive to learning for the adult student.

It is

recommended that one of the functi ans of the Ohio lab
would be the development of a curriculum or sets of experiences necessary to train a person to operate labs
in other parts of Appalachia.
ll).

Because of the success of the learning lab in the Ohio
Module, and their existing flexible progralllning, it is
recommended that personnel from the Louis County learning
lab program visit the Ohio Program and become involved in
an in-service training program in the use of the learning
lab .

It is recommended that this be done over a two or

three day period, and not simply an afternoon visit .
The Ohio Module started off with its basic goal to develop a
life centered curricula and teaching techniques.
been reached satisfactorily.

This goal has not

What has happened is that a valuable

experience has been learned in that, as outlined in the proposal,
this type of working with adult people is not a practical progran
that would have implications for all of Appalachia.

More i~ortant

than this, hCMever, are some of the side ffects, or the spin-off
effects, that have been accomplished by the Ohio Module.

Work with

the people in the home curriculum it compared with the work done by
the counselor-aides in the Virginia Project, I believe, would tend
to reinforce the concept that at times, and with specific people,
in specific area there is a dimension of recruiting that will need
more than a recruiter with a limited time and limited experience
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in talking with the perspective students.

The experience the Ohio

Program has had is an are a that is only obl iquely connecte d to the
t-t>rehead porti on of program as t he success i n the area of th e
learning lab.

It is very fortunate for the overall goal s of t he

Morehead Program that the learning lab concept has developed under
the dynamic leadership of Max Way.

The achievement of the Ohio

Program when it is viewed in terms of other existing programs,
specifically the learning 1ab program, has a tremendous amount
to offer to all of Appalachia.

It is necessary that during the

coming year th successes of this Program as perceived by the people
involved, be docl.lllented and verified and the structure provided so
that this type of program can be replicated in other areas .

VIRGIN IA
1).

It is reconvnended that the p roject as fun ded in the past be continued

but with a different emphasis placed on the counselor-aides .

It is re-

commended t hat the program have more involvement along the lines of differentiating a counselor- aide from a pe rson who i s s trictly involved in recruitment .
2).

Added effort should be directed to developing the curriculum materials

that have been used in the development of the counselor-aides.

This pro-

gram as manifested by the present counselor-ai des has :>een successful and
many materials were used in orientating the counselor-aides .
should be fonned into a

11

These materials

packate 11 to be available for the other state Modules.

3). Additional thought should be given to the specific duties and responsibilities of the counselor- aides.

This should be in the fonn of checklists

as well as paragraphs which summarize the types of activities that the
counselor-ai des have assumed in t he Virginia Project.
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4).

In the new funding it is recommended that the counselor-aides and,

the role of the counselor-aide as an extention of the teacher be thoroughly
explored.

The role of the counselor-aide as a coordinator of many acti-

vities for the teacher appears to be a valid role.

This should be sub-

stantiated during the coming year.
5).

It has been demonstrated in other projects that people, other than

highly trained counselor-aides can be sucessful in the recruitment•' Procedure.
Therefore it is recommended that one of the areas of responsibility for
the counselor-aide in working with the teacher would be the skills necessary to administer the types of tests required particularly, the pre-post
testing and the scoring of these tests for the teacher.
6).

One of the roles of the counselor-aides which should be explored

during the next phrase is that of agency contact.

While it is possible

to have students, l ayleaders, and many others involved in recruitment,
becoming familiar with the goals and procedures of the various agencies
which work in adult students takes a great deal of time, and to be effective in the use of agencies as it relates to the students is a very important part of the overall success of the adult student.

It has been

demonstrated by the Virginia Module that counselor-aides can work successfully with agencies.

This area of the program should be expanded and

documented.
7).

Again, in concerning the difference in the recruitment and counseling

_functions of a cou11selor-aide, it is possible to have a number of people
involved in a recruitment, however, personal counseling is something that
takes time to develop. The approaches, techni ques, the philosophy involved
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in personal counseling should be developed during the next phase of the
program and documented as to what is necessary to replicate this program
in other parts of the Appalachia.

It would be possible, for instance, for

the counselor-aide to do personal counseling at the same time that the
class is in session.

It would be possible, for instance, fer the counselor-

aide to meet with the class and talk privately with students who are having personal problems, particularly problems that can be resolved through
referrals to agencies with which the counselor-aide has had experience and
contact.
8).

Another area of involvement for the counselor-aide should be the

follow-up.

This is particularly true in the case of students who have

begun the program, have been involved but no longer attend.

In many cases

it is not possible for the teacher to visit the students who have dropped
out.

If the counselor-aide is skillful, knowledgeable, and understanding

of the problems of the people in the class, it is very possible that the
counselor-aide can then act as an extension of the teacher _in contacting
the people at home during the day to find out what problems exist, or what
reasons exist for the dropping from the class.

It is possible that the

counselor-aides could resolve these problems if they have had adequate
training.
9).

It is recommended that the Virginia Module have included in its next

budget funds to hi re students and 1ayl eaders to do recruitement.

This

would provide an excellent basis to compare the effectiveness of the
counselor-aide as a recruiter, and also the effectiveness of indigenous
leaders and students.

This would serve a two-fold purpose.
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The Virginia

Project has a need for competent recruiters and it would be possible
to compare the results of a multi-approach to recruitment with the
results of the multi-approach to recruitment being used in the
Georgi a Project.
The basic goals of the Virginia Project was to provide training
for counselor-aides in the area of counseling and guidance, and to
detennine desirable characteristics and to ascertain the role and
responsibility of counselor-aides in Adult Basic Education.

The

Virginia Project has been successful in training two counselor-aides
to this point.

However, when one considers the fact that as a re-

search and demonstration program the results of the Virginia Program
should be applicable to all of Appalachia.

It is desirable to con-

sider the cost involved in training these two people. The program
has been successful, however, as a means of attacking the educational
needs of all Appalachia, that is, as a demonstration, the continuation of its program under the original basis is unwarranted as the
cost to replicate this program throughout Appalachia would be prohi bi ti ve, however, as with sane of the other programs the spin-off
fran the original goals has provided a valuable experience that
should be expanded upon.

We have found in the other programs that

it is possible to train recruiters in a relatively short period of

time to give a basic orientation to teachers, college students, and
indigenous layleaders and have them perform the recruitment function
with some degree of success.

What has been discovered in the Virginia

Program, however, is a depth that could not possibily be provided
by a person who is involved only in a orientation for recruitment.
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One of the swerve problems faced by the ABE teacher is the
need to know more about the student, to have testing conducted, to
have agencies contacted, to have personnel problems resolved, to
have follow-up work conducted, to have professionals from agencies
provide services to the student, and many other areas, however , in
most instances there is not time to do all of the things that are
necessary for the adult student.
The role of the counselor-aide as a para-professional might
well be the solution to some of the problems that while outside
the classroom have a direct effect on student achievement and
retention in the program and might be resolved through the use
of a competent para-professional counselor-aide.
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WEST VIRGINIA \

1.

The follow-up program should be compared with other existing programs.

Regular vocational students are housed in the same building.

as the experimental group and could provide data for comparisons.
2.

Job placement is a problem after the completion of the ABE Program.
While the main thrust of the Program is follow- up, efforts should
be made in the area of job placement if time and staff permit!

3.

A newsletter is currently being planned.

This should be imple-

mented as soon as possible and used as an added vehicle for the
distribution of news and information.
4.

Many of the students in the follow- up study are located in the
area.

They have not moved away.

Much information of an attitudinal

nature could be secured by extensive interviewing techniques.

It

is recorded that graduate students from nearby Marshalll University
be contacted to work in this, and other capacities during the Summer of 1969.

Research conducted by the graduate students under the

direction of the Project Di rector could provide meaningful information for both the 1ocal project and AABEDC.
5.

Many of the goals of the follow-up assume the ex-students will be
employed.

In some instances this assumption is false because the

employment opportunities are not readily available to the students.
An active advisory conmittee could help, not only as an integral
part of the training program, but as possible job placement personnel
also.

Some consideration should be given to this concept .
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The West Virginia Project has the structure for a sound followup.

The initial problems encountered have, to a large degree, been

resolved and the flow of feedback information should soon provide
valuable research data on the effectiveness of this appreach to ABE.
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